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Lightwave-driven quasiparticle collisions on a  
subcycle timescale
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Ever since Ernest Rutherford scattered α-particles from gold foils1, 
collision experiments have revealed insights into atoms, nuclei 
and elementary particles2. In solids, many-body correlations lead 
to characteristic resonances3—called quasiparticles—such as 
excitons, dropletons4, polarons and Cooper pairs. The structure 
and dynamics of quasiparticles are important because they define 
macroscopic phenomena such as Mott insulating states, spontaneous 
spin- and charge-order, and high-temperature superconductivity5. 
However, the extremely short lifetimes of these entities6 make 
practical implementations of a suitable collider challenging. Here 
we exploit lightwave-driven charge transport7–24, the foundation of 
attosecond science9–13, to explore ultrafast quasiparticle collisions 
directly in the time domain: a femtosecond optical pulse creates 
excitonic electron–hole pairs in the layered dichalcogenide tungsten 
diselenide while a strong terahertz field accelerates and collides 
the electrons with the holes. The underlying dynamics of the wave 
packets, including collision, pair annihilation, quantum interference 
and dephasing, are detected as light emission in high-order spectral 
sidebands17–19 of the optical excitation. A full quantum theory 
explains our observations microscopically. This approach enables 
collision experiments with various complex quasiparticles and 
suggests a promising new way of generating sub-femtosecond pulses.

Following the principle of high-energy accelerators, their solid-state 
counterparts should prepare, accelerate and collide quasiparticles 
while detecting the outcomes. This can be realized only if all steps are 
accomplished faster than the ultrashort lifetime of the quasiparticle6. 
Preparing the quantum states of quasiparticles by femtosecond lasers is 
already well established25. Ultrafast acceleration, in turn, may harness 
the latest breakthroughs of strong-field control: the carrier wave of an 
intense laser pulse has been applied to ionize atoms or molecules and 
recollide their fragments when the sign of the light-field changes10. The 
excess energy of the collision is released as high-order harmonics of 
the laser frequency, which may emerge in attosecond bursts9, carrying 
key structural and dynamical information about the participants11,12. 
Recently, this idea of subcycle control has been extended to solids, 
in which lightwaves have driven dynamical Bloch oscillations20,21, 
interband quantum interference24 and high-order harmonic genera-
tion20–24 (HHG). However, the microscopic mechanisms are complex 
because the lightwave drives an inseparable combination of interband 
excitation21,24,26 (quasiparticle preparation) and intraband accelera-
tion20–24,26. The recent observation of high-order sideband generation 
(HSG) in gallium arsenide quantum wells18 has suggested a way to 
disentangle these steps. Following optical preparation of coherent exci-
tons27, a strong terahertz (THz) field of frequency νTHz modulates the 
interband resonance such that spectral sidebands at even multiples of 
νTHz emerge17–19. This observation has been modelled by THz-driven 
electron–hole collisions, similarly to the three-step model of HHG in 
atomic gases7,8. Yet, the potential of HSG for real-time quasiparticle 
collisions has remained untapped.

Here, we introduce a subcycle quasiparticle collider. A femtosecond 
optical pulse prepares coherent excitons in tungsten diselenide (WSe2), 
at a well-defined phase of a THz driving field (ETHz). This phase defines 
how ETHz accelerates and collides electrons and holes, thereby yielding 
photon emission by pair annihilation, which is detected as high-order 
sidebands. We reveal the subcycle quantum dynamics of quasiparticle 
collisions, model the microscopic process by a full quantum theory and 
use the data to extract key information on the colliding species. Finally, 
we compare the process to HHG in the same material.

As a member of the class of transition metal dichalcogenides, WSe2 
features strongly bound Wannier excitons27,28 and unique spin–valley 
coupling29. Even in its bulk form, WSe2 has been reported to exhibit an 
exciton binding energy of the order of 0.1 eV at its direct bandgap30, 
which implies that these quasiparticles are stable at room temperature. 
In a first experiment, a 100-fs excitation pulse (red waveform in Fig. 1a)  
centred at a photon energy of 1.621 eV (centre frequency, 392 THz) 
resonantly prepares coherent excitons at the direct band gap of WSe2 
(thickness, 60 nm) located at the K and K′  points in momentum space. 
A co-propagating intense THz pulse (blue waveform in Fig. 1a, b; centre 
photon energy, hνTHz =  95 meV (h is the Planck constant); centre fre-
quency, νTHz =  23 THz; peak electric field in air, Epeak =  17 MV cm−1; 
see Methods section ‘Experimental set-up’) modulates the excitonic 
polarization and gives rise to HSG18,19. The resulting intensity spectrum 
IHSG includes sidebands of positive and negative orders n, spaced at 
2νTHz (Fig. 1b). Spectral components up to n =  22 are clearly visible, 
while the intensities of negative orders drop much faster with decreas-
ing frequencies. The new frequency components feature the same 
polarization as the interband excitation pulse (Extended Data Fig. 1). 
In contrast to perturbative scaling ( ∝I E n

HSG peak
2 ), the sideband intensity 

grows linearly with Epeak for intermediate peak fields, depending on the 
sideband order, and even saturates at the highest field strengths  
(Fig. 1c, see also Extended Data Fig. 2 for the influence of the interband 
excitation fluence). Finally, IHSG peaks if the interband excitation is 
resonant with the excitonic absorption peak (Fig. 1d), underpinning 
its excitonic origin. Apart from the broadening of the sidebands due to 
the ultrashort duration of ETHz, these findings agree well with previous 
time-integrated studies18.

To directly resolve the underlying subcycle quantum dynamics, we 
now prepare the coherent excitons within 10 fs—much faster than a 
single oscillation period =ν−T THz

1 of the THz wave. Figure 2a depicts 
the spectral shape of the observed sideband intensity IHSG as a function 
of the delay between the excitation pulse and the peak of the THz  
driving field, tex. Electro-optic detection allows us to determine the 
complete waveform ETHz on the same absolute timescale (Fig. 2a, b, 
blue curve). The spectrogram in Fig. 2a follows a nearly Gaussian  
temporal envelope, resembling the THz envelope. Interestingly, IHSG  
is strongly modulated along the time axis with a period of T/2; that  
is, there is a subcycle criterion for ‘good’ and ‘bad’ preparation  
times tex.
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For a quantitative timing analysis, Fig. 2b compares ETHz (blue curve) 
with the spectrally integrated intensity IHSG (red shaded curve). The 
strongest THz half-cycle occurs at a delay δglobal ≈  T with respect to the 
most-intense sideband peak. This retardation rules out instantaneous 
optical nonlinearities as the microscopic origin of HSG. A detailed 
comparison of ETHz and IHSG also reveals a subcycle delay δsc of the 
observed sideband bursts relative to the THz crests (see inset in Fig. 2b). 
For subsequent half-cycles of the driving field, δsc initially increases, 
reaches a maximum value of approximately T/8 at the centre of the 
THz pulse and slightly decreases afterwards (Fig. 2d).

To link these signatures of IHSG with the microscopic quasiparticle 
motion, we analyse the experiment using a full quantum mechani-
cal model based on the semiconductor Bloch equations (see Methods 
section ‘Microscopic model of HSG’). For a 100-fs preparation pulse, 
the experimentally observed HSG spectrum is well reproduced by our 
calculations (Fig. 1b, black dashed curve), showing a similar modula-
tion and intensity roll-off on the high- and low-frequency sides. Using 
a 10-fs preparation pulse, the calculations quantitatively reproduce the 
temporal characteristics of IHSG (Fig. 2c), including even delicate fea-
tures such as δsc (Fig. 2d).

Figure 3 visualizes the underlying microscopic quasiparticle dynamics 
for two characteristic preparation times tex, corresponding to mini-
mum (tex =  − 4 fs, Fig. 3c, e, g) and maximum (tex =  7 fs, Fig. 3d, f, h) 
HSG. The two quasiparticle-collider sequences are schematically 
illustrated by Feynman diagrams in Fig. 3a, b. For tex =  − 4 fs, the 
coherent excitons are prepared shortly before a THz field crest (see 
vertical dashed lines in Figs 2c and 3c). Immediately after optical 
preparation, the average momenta of the electron (Fig. 3e, solid curve) 

and the hole (dashed curve) are located in the vicinity of the K and K′  
points of the Brillouin zone (defined as k =  0). The strong THz field 
accelerates the distribution function of the electron ( f k

e; Fig. 3e, 
false-colour plot) and the hole ( fk

h; not shown) away from k =  0, driv-
ing the electron and hole wave packets apart. A qualitatively different 
situation occurs for tex =  7 fs (Fig. 3d, f, h), for which the coherent 
excitons are prepared shortly before a zero crossing of the THz field 
(vertical dashed lines in Figs 2c and 3d). Now the mean momenta 
change sign; that is, the initially separating electron and hole are set 
on a recollision path (Fig. 3f).

Particle preparation of typical accelerators is spatially precise and 
collisions are monitored in real space. Our concept follows the relative 
motion of quasiparticles, and the preparation is precise in terms of the 
relative coordinates of the quasiparticles because the optical pulse cre-
ates them in a single, spatially correlated excitonic state described by a 
pair correlation function27 (see Methods section ‘Coherent electron–
hole pair-correlation function’). Figure 3g, h displays its coherent part 
gcoh(r), which defines how electrons are coherently coupled to holes as 
a function of their relative distance r (reciprocal space representation 
in Extended Data Fig. 3). In both panels, gcoh(r) is maximum close to 
the peak of the optical pulse before it decays by ultrafast dephasing 
(dephasing time T2 <  T/2). Figure 3c, d shows the corresponding mean 
electron–hole separation 〈 〉r . Suitable tex (Fig. 3d) allows the THz field 
(Fig. 3c, d, blue curve) to separate and collide the electron–hole pairs 
at high energy. Owing to this ballistic motion, maximum HSG occurs 
for preparation times that are offset with respect to the field crests, 
causing the distinct delay δsc observed in Fig. 2d. The precise temporal 
structure seen in the experiment can be reproduced only if 
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Figure 1 | High-order sideband generation in tungsten diselenide.  
a, Schematic of the experiment in reciprocal space (E, energy; k, wave 
vector): an interband excitation pulse (red waveform) creates an excitonic 
polarization in WSe2 (red, vertical arrow), while a strong multi-THz field 
(blue waveform) simultaneously accelerates the wave packets of the 
electron and hole (curved arrows) within their respective bands (grey 
shaded parabolas). b, Measured intensity spectrum (red) of high-order 
sidebands from WSe2 (thickness, 60 nm; sample at room temperature) 
driven by a phase-locked THz transient featuring a centre frequency of 
23 THz and an external peak field strength of ETHz =  17 MV cm−1 (see inset; 
Keldysh parameter γ =  0.08 <  1) under resonant optical excitation at a 
frequency of 392 THz (labelled by ‘0’, 0th order has been multiplied by a 

factor of 10−3; other numerals denote the order of sidebands). The black 
dashed curve shows the calculated intensity spectrum IHSG. a.u., arbitrary 
units. c, Recorded high-order sideband intensity IHSG of orders (n) two to 
eight as a function of driving peak field strength Epeak. Dotted lines follow 
a perturbative scaling law, ∝I E n

HSG peak
2 ; dashed lines mark a linear scaling; 

the grey shaded area indicates the noise level. d, Measured generation 
efficiency of the fourth- and sixth-order sideband for different excitation 
wavelengths (red spheres). Error bars represent the bandwidth (full-width 
at half maximum) of the excitation spectra (excitation spectrum at 
392 THz shown as a dashed curve). The shaded area shows the measured 
exciton resonance in the absorption spectrum of the sample.
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excitation-induced dephasing27 is taken into account (see Methods 
section ‘Effect of excitation-induced dephasing on HSG’ and Extended 
Data Figs 4–6). By contrast, for ‘bad’ timing tex, the electron and the 
hole are monotonically driven apart (Fig. 3c), suppressing collisions 
(see Fig. 3a). The situation is analogous to a cyclotron, in which elec-
trons are effectively accelerated only if they are injected at the right 
phase of the alternating accelerator field.

Whereas the average intraband dynamics 〈 〉r  resembles semiclassical 
trajectories (see Fig. 3c, d), the connection between quasiparticle  
collision and HSG requires a full quantum theory. Similarly to  electron–
positron pairs in vacuum, colliding electron–hole pairs in a solid are 
subject to pair annihilation, during which a high-energy photon may 
be emitted, leading to sideband signals; this microscopic annihilation 
dynamics manifests itself in gcoh(r) (Fig. 3h). After substantial spreading 
of gcoh(r), electron–hole collision is prompted by an abrupt termination 
of the correlation function due to pair annihilation. Subsequently, inter-
ference patterns occur among the residual fragments that survive the 
collision (see black ellipse in Fig. 3h). These distinct collision-induced 
annihilation features are absent in the case of ‘bad’ injection times, for 
which the coherence gradually abates owing to dephasing (Fig. 3g). The 
details of gcoh(r) are a direct manifestation of the many-body inter-
actions governing the internal structure of the exciton, and are evident 
in the temporal and spectral response in HSG.

Detection of HSG, combined with precise preparation and accelera-
tion, delivers an in-depth view of quasiparticles. As in particle colliders, 
one can expose the scattering products by systematic variation of key 
parameters, such as the strength, frequency and duration of the prepa-
ration and THz pulses, and their relative delay tex. In Methods section 
‘Data landscape of quasiparticle colliders’, we provide first examples of 
the ways in which to retrieve material-specific information such as the 
exciton binding energy, scattering times and Coulomb enhancement 
of the collisional cross-section via dedicated analyses of the multi- 
dimensional data landscape of IHSG. In particular, the collision events 

recorded in our experiments bear the hallmarks of an exciton binding 
energy around 60 meV.

Well-defined initial momenta and relative spatial coordinates of the 
electrons and holes are prerequisites for controlled collisions. By con-
trast, the direction of acceleration in the WSe2 crystal is less relevant, 
as seen in Fig. 4: the high-order sideband spectra show virtually no 
dependence on the azimuthal in-plane angle ϕ of the THz polariza-
tion. This behaviour is compatible with our theoretical expectation 
that coherent electron–hole wave packets in HSG remain rather close 
to k =  0 (Fig. 3f). Both Coulomb attraction between electrons and 
holes and fast dephasing keep the coherent electron–hole excursions 
within a region in which the effective mass is approximately isotropic  
(see Fig. 1a). Additionally, HSG probes the interband polarization of 
colliding electrons and holes only at spatial overlap27 (inset of Fig. 4a).

This unique characteristic of the quasiparticle collider becomes par-
ticularly clear when we compare the dynamics with HHG in the same 
sample, which is achieved by applying the strong THz field without 
optical preparation of excitons. A typical high-harmonic spectrum 
exhibiting odd orders up to n′  =  47 is depicted in Extended Data Fig. 7.  
The intensity of HHG is smaller by approximately one order of mag-
nitude than HSG for frequencies below 650 THz. Owing to the non- 
perturbative, non-resonant excitation of Bloch electrons with 
 simultaneous acceleration by the strong-field bias20,21,24,26, the initial 
carrier distribution is smeared out throughout the entire Brillouin zone. 
Furthermore, coherent interband polarization can emit photons at any 
point in momentum space (see inset of Fig. 4b). This situation man-
ifests itself by a critical dependence of the intensity and the shape of 
high-order harmonics on ϕ (Fig. 4b), reflecting the six-fold symmetry 
of WSe2 in the layer plane.

In conclusion, we demonstrate the realization of quasiparticle col-
lisions in the time domain. We excite, accelerate and collide coherent  
electron–hole pairs in WSe2 resulting in ultrabroad sideband emission.  
On a subcycle scale, we directly trace the retarded, ballistic wave-packet 

Figure 2 | Subcycle electron–hole recollisions. a, Spectrally resolved 
high-order sideband intensity IHSG (colour scale) as a function of delay 
time tex between the THz driving field (ETHz, blue curve, see also b) and 
a 10-fs interband excitation pulse. b, c, Measured (b) and calculated (c) 
high-order sideband intensity IHSG (red, spectrally integrated between 
435 THz and 650 THz) on the same timescale as the driving waveform 
(ETHz, blue), which peaks with a global delay δglobal after IHSG. On a subcycle  

scale, the recorded sideband intensity (red) peaks at a distinct time delay 
δsc after the nearest extrema of the driving waveform (see close-up in b). 
d, Subcycle delay of IHSG in units of the driving period T for subsequent 
driving half-cycles at their respective delay times as measured (bright 
red spheres; error bars, standard deviation of δsc for 25 consecutive 
measurements) and calculated (dark red spheres). The horizontal black 
dashed line marks δscT−1 =  0.
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dynamics and retrieve key information such as the exciton binding 
energy, scattering times and the Coulomb enhancement of the col-
lisional cross-section. As in conventional particle accelerators, our 
optical excitation pulse prepares electron and hole wave packets with 
uncertainty-limited momenta and relative spatial coordinates. Yet 
their absolute position is defined only to within the relatively large 
focal spot size, which may be overcome in future near-field experi-
ments by preparing excitons in a nanometre-sized interaction region. 
Both in the quasiparticle collider and in its large-scale counterpart, 
intrinsic characteristics of the collision become accessible by detect-
ing the concomitantly emitted high-frequency radiation. The high 
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represents the density of coherent excitons) tracing the real-time evolution 
(time t) of the mean electron–hole separation (weighted average of gcoh(r)) 
for characteristic delays tex corresponding to minimum (c) and maximum 
(d) HSG emission (compare with Fig. 2c). Vertical black dotted lines 
highlight t =  0, which marks the peak of the excitation pulse. Although 
electrons and holes are initially separated, they rapidly recollide (zero 
excursion marked by the black horizontal lines; time of recollision is 
highlighted by the black arrow in d) upon reversal of the driving field (blue 
curves), inducing a strong HSG signal (d). For ‘bad’ excitation times, the 
electron–hole separation increases monotonically, prohibiting recollisions 
(c). e, f, Occupation f k

e  (colour scale) of the first conduction band as a 
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respectively. Horizontal white lines mark k =  0. Black solid (dashed) curves 
trace the weighted average excursion of electrons (holes) in reciprocal 
space. g, h, Coherent electron–hole correlation function gcoh(r) (colour 
scale) as a function of time t and real-space coordinate r. Interference 
patterns occur after the abrupt collapse of coherence caused by  
electron–hole recollision (highlighted by the black ellipse in h),  
and are absent for tex =  − 4 fs (g). Horizontal white lines mark r =  0.
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density of quasiparticles in solids helps to generate relatively intense, 
all- coherent, ultrabroadband radiation, which may pave the way 
to new sub- femtosecond light sources; furthermore, the subcycle 
modulation of HSG may facilitate information processing at opti-
cal-clock rates. Large-scale colliders have enabled the detailed study 
of elementary particles. Likewise, we anticipate that THz-driven, 
real-time collisions—operating on much smaller, widely tunable, 
length and energy scales—will be key to studying complex quasi-
particles in numerous applications of modern materials science; 
examples include excitons, trions, biexcitons or dropletons in quasi- 
two-dimensional atomic monolayer systems, Dirac-like quasiparti-
cles in graphene and topological insulators, or polarons in materials 
featuring strong electron–phonon coupling. This scheme may also 
be extended to optically excited quasiparticles in unconventional 
superconductors, and could help to resolve some of the outstanding  
questions in condensed matter research.

Online Content Methods, along with any additional Extended Data display items and 
Source Data, are available in the online version of the paper; references unique to 
these sections appear only in the online paper.
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MethOds
Experimental set-up. Intense, phase-locked waveforms in the far- to mid- 
infrared spectral region (multi-terahertz range) are generated by difference fre-
quency mixing of two spectrally detuned, near-infrared pulse trains from a dual 
optical parametric amplifier pumped by a titanium-sapphire laser amplifier21,24. 
The few-cycle transients feature peak fields of up to approximately 1 V Å−1 (ref. 31).  
A super-continuum source based on filamentation in an yttrium aluminium gar-
net crystal delivers ultrabroadband white-light pulses covering the whole near- 
infrared and visible range. Both pulse trains are collinearly superimposed with an  
indium-tin-oxide-coated beam splitter and focused onto the tungsten diselenide 
sample under normal incidence using a gold-coated parabolic mirror. A mechan-
ical delay stage in the excitation beam path allows us to temporally delay the pulses 
with respect to each other.

The sample under study is a 60-nm-thick sheet of WSe2 that has been cleaved 
using a viscoelastic gel film and placed on a diamond substrate grown by chemical 
vapour deposition. For resonant, narrow-band excitation of the excitonic polar-
ization in WSe2, optical band-pass filters featuring a transmittance bandwidth of 
10 nm are used (see Fig. 1d). For the time-resolved measurements, the bandwidth 
of the excitation pulse is adjusted in the Fourier plane of a prism compressor, which 
enables the required pulse duration of 10 fs. Spectral components of the excitation 
pulse above 400 THz are filtered out to avoid the resonant generation of a high 
density of unbound electron–hole pairs. All experiments were performed at room 
temperature and in ambient air. No sample degradation was observed during the 
whole course of experiments.

The spot sizes of the excitation pulse and the THz pulse at the sample are 22 μ m  
and 85 μ m, respectively (intensity full-width at half-maximum). The generated 
high-order sideband intensity IHSG and the high-order harmonic intensity IHH are 
recorded with a spectrograph featuring a cooled silicon CCD camera. All spectra 
are corrected for the grating efficiency and the quantum efficiency of the detector.

The pulse energy of the narrowband excitation amounts to approximately 0.1 nJ 
in our current experiments. A comparison of the spectral components of the excita-
tion and the sideband signals yields an energy conversion efficiency of approxi-
mately 0.1% in the 60-nm-thick WSe2 sample for the applied excitation fluence 
(approximately 25 μ J cm−2). Therefore, we estimate the energy in the high-order 
sideband pulse train as roughly 0.1 pJ.

Replacing the WSe2 sample by a 6.5-μ m-thick zinc telluride (ZnTe) detector 
crystal allows for electro-optic detection of the driving field. To this end, we care-
fully place the crystal into the THz focus at the same position and account for 
the complex detector response32. The delay time tex between the THz waveform 
and the near-infrared excitation pulse enables a direct temporal correlation of the 
driving waveform with the recorded trace of high-order sideband emission. To 
describe the microscopic dynamics following exciton creation, a second timescale 
t is introduced, which describes the real time evolving for a fixed value of tex as 
shown, for instance, in Fig. 3.
Microscopic model of HSG. A complete quantum description of optical33,34 and 
THz excitations21,24,35,36 of solids follows from the semiconductor Bloch equa-
tions27 (SBEs). Compared to earlier HSG models19, the SBEs fully include many-
body effects beyond isolated electron–hole pairs, the interplay of HSG versus HHG, 
non-parabolic dispersions, and dephasing and relaxation processes. The SBEs are
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in which ⁎pk
 is the complex conjugate of the microscopic interband polarization pk 

and f k
e ( fk

h) defines the electron (hole) occupation in a conduction-band (valence-
band) state with a crystal momentum ħk (ħ is the reduced Planck constant). The 
equations also contain the strength of the field coupling via Ωk and the renormal-
ized single-particle energies ε�k; the elementary charge is denoted by e, and scatter-
ing contributions are considered by Γk, Γ k

e , and Γ k
h . Physically, pk defines the 

transition amplitude of exciting an electron from one band to another while ħk is 
conserved. As an optical field Eopt(t) induces such a transition, it eventually gen-
erates occupations f k

e and fk
h. The presented SBEs can be generalized in a straight-

forward manner for multiple bands21,37,38.
As an inverse process, electrons recombine with holes via photon emission. The 

coherent part of this process yields radiative decay of the polarization27 and the 
corresponding emission spectrum is35 I =  | ωP(ω) +  iJ(ω)| 2 at energy ħω. The  
Fourier transforms of the macroscopic polarization ∑( )= ( ) + . .P d kt p c c

k
kcv   

(in which c.c. represents the complex conjugate) and the macroscopic current  

∑( )=
λ

λ λJ jt f
k

k k
,

 contain the dipole and current matrix elements dcv(k) and 

ħ
ε∇=λ λ| |j ,k k k

e  respectively. The currents in a given band λ = e, h are defined by its 
energy dispersion ελk.

Because electrons and holes are charged particles, they experience a strong 
Coulomb force, which creates non-trivial many-body effects among pk, f k

e and fk
h 

during their finite lifetimes. For example, the strength of the field excitation 
becomes renormalized

ħ ∑Ω ( ) = ( ) ⋅ ( ) +
′

− ′ ′d k Et t V pk
k

k k kcv

by the Coulomb matrix element Vk, while its un-normalized part is a product of 
dcv(k) and the total field E =  Eopt +  ETHz containing also the THz field ETHz. The 
Coulomb sum within Ωk(t) results in excitonic resonances in the polarization27. 
The single-particle transition energy εk becomes renormalized too

∑ε ε= − ( + )
′

− ′ ′ ′� V f fk k
k

k k k k
e h

Additionally, phonon, photon and Coulomb interactions yield scattering contri-
butions Γk, Γ k

e  and Γ k
h due to high-order correlations33. We include microscopic 

scattering with the approximation ħΓ =−
( )

i pk k kT2
, which includes excitation- 

induced dephasing (EID) via the k-dependent scattering time T2(k), as explained 
in Methods section ‘Effect of excitation-induced dephasing on HSG’. 
Microscopically, Γ k

e  and Γ k
h induce a relaxation of electron and hole distributions, 

which we implement using a phenomenological relaxation towards a symmetric 
carrier distribution via Γ =− ( + )λ

τ
λ λ

−f fk k k
1

2
 on a timescale defined by τ  (ref. 24). 

In our computations, τ  is chosen to be 6 fs.
Our experiments show that high-order sideband generation (HSG) excites car-

riers only in the vicinity of the K point where WSe2 electrons and holes can be 
described with an effective mass approximation. To determine the general aspects 
of the interplay between HSG and high-harmonic generation (HHG), we use a one- 
dimensional (1D) two-band model35, and adjust Vk to produce a binding energy 
EB =  60 meV (corresponding to 14.5 THz) for the 1s-exciton state30. We match elec-
trons and holes to produce the same effective mass me =  mh =  0.52m0 (ref. 39), with 
the free electron mass m0, close to the K point. We solve the closed system of coupled 
differential equations (1) numerically using a Runge–Kutta algorithm.

We have confirmed that a two-dimensional (2D) computation produces essen-
tially the same HSG results. Note that bulk WSe2 features a layered structure where 
electron–hole motion is free only within each 2D layer. However, only a 1D com-
putation is numerically feasible to fully include HHG, Bloch oscillations and a 
non-parabolicity in the dispersion εk. The 1D computations also confirm that HHG 
is an order of magnitude weaker than HSG, as in the experiment.
Coherent electron–hole pair-correlation function. The excitations under-
lying HSG can be investigated in real space by following the electron–hole pair- 
correlation function

ˆ ˆρ ρ( ) ≡ 〈 ( ) ( )〉r rg 0eh e h

containing the operators for electron and hole densities ρ̂e and ρ̂h, respectively. As 
discussed in ref. 33, the envelope of ρ̂ ( )re  and ρ̂ ( )0h  determines the ways in which 
electrons move with respect to holes on length scales larger than the unit cell. The 
resulting geh(r) defines the conditional probability of finding an electron at position 
r when a hole is at the origin.

To identify the coherent electron–hole acceleration, it is convenient to separate 
incoherent and coherent contributions from geh(r). Following the derivation in  
ref. 33, we find geh(r) =  ginc(r) +  gcoh(r), with coherent part gcoh(r) =  | p(r)| 2 and 
incoherent part ginc(r) =  ρeρh +  Δ geh(r), which is proportional to the product 
of electron and hole densities (ρe and ρh), to the lowest order. The formation of 
pairwise, incoherent correlations generates an additional contribution Δ geh(r). 
However, gcoh(r) is independent of correlation formation and is exclusively defined 
by the coherent polarization p(r), which is given by the Fourier transform of  
pk and describes the relative motion of electron–hole coherences. In other words, 
gcoh(r) defines the way in which coherently generated electrons are distributed 
with respect to the holes in real space. Because the SBEs fully include the many-
body aspects of the polarization dynamics pk, gcoh(r) generalizes the descriptions 
of following a single electron–hole pair during HSG19,40.
Effect of excitation-induced dephasing on HSG. To quantify collision dynamics 
under different conditions, Extended Data Fig. 6b compares the mean wave vector
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of the electron–hole wave packet for a 10-fs-long (red curve) and a 100-fs-long 
(black curve) optical excitation pulse centred at tex =  7 fs, while the dephasing is 
kept constant (T2 =  12 fs). The THz waveform (Extended Data Fig. 6a) is identical 
for both optical excitations. The respective envelope of the excitation pulse is shown 
as the grey (yellow) shaded area for the 100-fs (10-fs) pulse.

We observe that the electron–hole wave packets are accelerated to much higher 
momentum states in the case of the long (100-fs) excitation pulse compared to the 
short (10-fs) excitation pulse. As discussed in the main text, a zero crossing of 〈 k〉  
enables collisions and annihilation of optically generated coherent excitons. For 
the short excitation pulse, the magnitude of | pk| 2 substantially drops after the rec-
ollision. Therefore, the motion of residual coherent electron–hole pairs is indicated 
by the red dashed curve in Extended Data Fig. 6b, c, whereas the dominant | pk| 2  
motion is plotted as red solid curve. For the long excitation pulse, the excitonic 
polarization | pk| 2 is generated continuously, such that it is not diminished sub-
stantially by the collisions. The corresponding mean wave vector 〈 k〉  is plotted as 
a black curve in Extended Data Fig. 6b, c.

Applying a constant dephasing time T2 implies that all excitonic components 
of the polarization decay with an identical rate. However, the Coulomb interaction 
scatters polarization with the excited electron–hole distributions, yielding a strong 
exciton-state-dependent EID33. More specifically, the 1s-exciton state (which is 
tightly bound around the K point) features lower scattering rates than other exci-
ton states that spread out in k, which is included by introducing a k-dependent 
dephasing time T2(k) as shown in the inset of Extended Data Fig. 4a: for low k, 
T2(k) is 12 fs, whereas it decreases to 2 fs at elevated k. Comparably fast dephasing 
times have also been observed in previous studies24,41,42. Additionally, the large 
temporal modulations in the HSG intensity as shown in Fig. 2a imply dephasing 
times T2 that are substantially shorter than one half-cycle of the THz driving field 
( / =�T T 2 22 fs2 ).

To determine the effect of EID on electron–hole collisions, Extended Data Fig. 6c  
shows 〈 k〉  for the momentum-dependent dephasing T2(k). By comparing the 
black curves (100-fs-long excitation) in Extended Data Fig. 6b and c, we conclude 
that EID reduces the maximum excursion by roughly a factor of 3 compared to 
the constant dephasing result. The mean momentum trajectory 〈 k〉  for the short 
(10-fs) excitation pulse is less affected by EID, owing to the reduced maximum 
displacement.

Extended Data Fig. 4 compares the measured, time-integrated HSG spectra 
(shaded area) with computations including EID (black curves), a constant dephas-
ing T2 =  3.2 fs (Extended Data Fig. 4a, red curve), and T2 =  4 fs (Extended Data  
Fig. 4b, blue curve), respectively. We observe that only calculations taking EID into 
account explain the height of all observed sidebands. More specifically, the simula-
tions using a constant dephasing achieve good agreement only for either low-order 
sidebands (n <  8, T2 =  4 fs) or sidebands above 600 THz (T2 =  3.2 fs). In numbers, 
T2 =  4 fs (T2 =  3.2 fs) overestimates (underestimates), for example, the tenth-order 
(fourth-order) sideband by a factor of 1.9 (1.7). This result implies that EID induces 
non-trivial spectral imprints on the HSG spectrum. These modulations result from 
the anharmonic electron–hole acceleration identified in Extended Data Fig. 6c.

In general, the SBE approach systematically describes the creation of coherent 
excitons, quasiparticle acceleration, collision-related annihilation, the interplay 
between HSG and HHG contributions, and the influence of many-body effects 
such as EID or phonon scattering processes as suggested by ref. 43. Only some 
aspects of these effects can be quantitatively analysed using either a semiclassical 
approach or a quantum description of a single electron–hole pair. Because many-
body effects can induce drastic changes to HSG and HHG, it is clear that the SBE 
analysis is needed to properly parameterize any simplified model.
Influence of excitation fluence. With increasing optical fluence Φ, the measured 
sideband intensity increases linearly (Extended Data Fig. 2a); however, the mod-
ulation depth of time-resolved traces of IHSG is found to decrease (Extended Data  
Fig. 2b). This feature may be most intuitively explained by considering that a grow-
ing density of excitons may instantly lead to phase-space filling and broadening 
causing less-well-defined initial conditions for electron–hole recollisions. By con-
trast, a potential increase in dephasing rates does not seem to be a dominant factor, 
because faster dephasing should result in an increase in the modulation depth—the 
opposite effect of what we observe. Additionally, the subcycle delay δsc, which is 
sensitively dependent on the dephasing time T2, does not change substantially 
with varying excitation fluence, implying that major density-driven effects on T2 
have not yet built up (Extended Data Fig. 2c). However, such excitation-induced 
effects are important for the case of narrowband excitation analysed in Fig. 1 and 
Extended Data Fig. 4.
Data landscape of quasiparticle colliders. In regular optical spectroscopy, sys-
tem resonances of interest are often imbedded within the spectral range of the 
applied pump field. Our quasiparticle collider spectrally separates the relevant 
features from the pump as distinct sidebands. Additionally, each sideband order 

can contain different aspects of the collisions. As in conventional colliders, the 
scattering-generated radiation produces a wealth of information about the (quasi)
particles. Here, we study the HSG intensity IHSG as a function of the HSG frequency 
νHSG, the field strength Eλ, the duration τλ and the central frequency νλ of the 
optical preparation pulse (λ =  opt) and the THz waveform (λ =  THz), and their 
mutual delay tex, generating at least eight-dimensional datasets: IHSG(νHSG, ETHz,  
τTHz, νTHz, Eopt, τopt, νopt, tex). As is typical for colliders, such a wealth of data reveals 
details of colliding quasiparticles only through a dedicated identification process. 
For example, Fig. 3 demonstrates how changing tex yields a direct detection of the 
electron–hole recollision. We will next illustrate a few additional possibilities to 
extract exciton-related details from the HSG scattering data.

As shown in Extended Data Fig. 4, broadening of sideband resonances is directly 
related to exciton decay rates, which depend on the excitation parameters. This 
effect is often referred to as EID44,45, which can be controlled, for example, by 
changing Eopt (ref. 34). We have also confirmed that the exciton binding energy EB 
strongly influences the overall strength of the HSG signal. For example, a tenfold 
increase of EB amplifies IHSG by roughly the same amount as a result of Coulomb 
enhancement of the collisional cross-section. Hence, a variety of material- and 
excitation-dependent exciton features may be deduced by quantitatively analysing 
the strength and width of IHSG resonances.

By changing the optical pump frequency νopt one can deduce differential 
changes in HSG spectra that sensitively monitor material details. We propose 
measuring a 2D IHSG(νHSG, νopt) set to follow spectral changes at the second-order 
sideband and to define a normalized spectrum

ν ν
ν ν ν
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( − )
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I
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,
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in which ν =  νHSG −  νopt is the frequency scale centred around νopt and 
I2SB =  IHSG(νopt +  2νTHz, νopt) is the peak intensity of the second-order sideband. 
This normalization produces spectra that do not depend on the absolute intensity 
scale—a quantity that is difficult to determine experimentally for a wide range of 
frequencies νopt. From the difference of two spectra measured with pump frequen-
cies ν ν∆ /∓ 2opt opt , we deduce a finite differential
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Extended Data Fig. 8a, b shows computed Δ I(ν, νopt) for two 1s-exciton 
binding energies, EB =  60 meV and EB =  600 meV, respectively, when hνopt is 
expressed in terms of the detuning Δopt with respect to the 1s-exciton energy hν1s 
as hνopt =  hν1s +  Δopt. These contours produce spectral information that differs 
greatly for the two exciton binding energies, demonstrating that Δ I(ν, νopt) exposes 
material-dependent properties. For EB =  60 meV, Δ I(ν, νopt) exhibits dominantly 
negative changes for Δopt <  0, implying that IHSG decreases for negative detun-
ing. Because Δopt >  0 yields mainly positive Δ I(ν, νopt), a clear dispersive shape is 
observed around the resonant excitation (Δopt =  0). For EB =  600 meV, a positive 
island appears within the Δopt <  0 region, which implies that IHSG can be enhanced 
also for negative Δopt, in contrast to the EB =  60 meV case. Additionally, Δopt >  0 
produces a new feature because the positive islands split into a double-peaked 
structure for EB =  600 meV.

To analyse the quantitative dependence of Δ I(ν, νopt) on EB, Extended Data 
Fig. 8c, d shows slices of Δ I(ν, νopt) at fixed values of h(ν −  ν2SB) =  ± 16 meV, 
respectively, for three different binding energies EB =  60 meV (black curve), 
240 meV (red curve) and 600 meV (blue curve). The slice at − 16 meV shows only 
one positive peak for Δopt >  0 and remains negative at Δopt <  0 for EB =  60 meV 
(black curve). Increasing the exciton binding energy gradually creates a new max-
imum within the region of negative detuning. This transition from a single- to a 
double-peaked structure can be exploited to assign the exciton binding energy as 
shown below. Monitoring the slices at h(ν −  ν2SB) =  + 16 meV reveals a smooth, 
narrow, single-peaked structure close to Δopt =  0 for EB =  60 meV (black curve). 
By contrast, higher binding energies produce a more structured shape.

To construct differential spectra Δ I(ν, νopt) experimentally, we measure HSG 
spectra for narrowband pump pulses at different frequencies νopt (see Fig. 1b, d)  
while varying tex. Extended Data Fig. 9c shows the resulting intensity map 
IHSG(ν, νopt, tex) for resonant excitation hνopt =  hν1s; the corresponding compu-
tation is shown in Extended Data Fig. 9e. Both experiment and theory show the 
same spectral structure, including tex-dependent changes in the intensity and 
shape. A similar level of agreement is realized also for non-resonant excitations 
(not shown), paving the way to thorough theory–experiment comparison of the 
differential spectra.

© 2016 Macmillan Publishers Limited. All rights reserved
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On the basis of Extended Data Fig. 8, we expect the strongest dependence of  
Δ I(ν, νopt) on EB for a finite detuning Δopt from the 1s-exciton resonance. 
We therefore compare experimental traces Δ I(ν, νopt) at tex =  − 20 fs for three 
different detunings Δopt =  − 75 meV (shaded area), − 29 meV (black curve) and 
27 meV (red curve) in Extended Data Fig. 9a. A negative Δopt produces a disper-
sive line shape to Δ I(ν, νopt), that is, a dip followed by a zero crossing and a peak, 
which implies a shift of the underlying HSG intensity with a change in νopt. For 
positive Δopt, a double-peaked structure indicates a broadening of the HSG peaks. 
For a binding energy of EB =  60 meV, these line shapes are well reproduced by the 
theoretical computations using the same detuning Δopt and excitation conditions 
as in the experiment, as shown in Extended Data Fig. 9b.

Extended Data Fig. 9d, f shows the corresponding calculated differen-
tials Δ I(ν, νopt) when the exciton binding energy is increased to EB =  240 meV 
and EB =  600 meV, respectively. Whereas Δopt =  − 29 meV (black curve) and 
Δopt =  27 meV (red curve) produce a similar shape as for EB =  60 meV, the peak 
amplitude of the differential curve for Δopt =  − 75 meV (shaded area) greatly 
decreases for an intermediate binding energy of EB =  240 meV and turns into a 
negative dip for the largest binding energy. This structural change in Δ I(ν, νopt) 
can be used to deduce the exciton binding energy. We find that the experimental 
data are consistent with EB =  60 ±  20 meV, which agrees well with values reported 
in literature30,46,47.
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Extended Data Figure 1 | Polarization of high-order sidebands.  
a, b, False-colour plot of the spectral intensity of high-order sidebands 
(generated under resonant, spectrally narrow, optical excitation) of orders 
two to eight as a function of their polarization for horizontal (a) and 

vertical (b) polarization of the interband excitation pulse. The polarization 
angle is defined such that 0° corresponds to a horizontally polarized 
excitation. c, Spectrally integrated sideband intensity as a function of the 
polarization angle.
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Extended Data Figure 2 | Pump-fluence dependence of time-resolved 
high-order sideband generation. a, The measured high-order sideband 
intensity IHSG (spectrally and temporally integrated, red spheres) scales 
linearly with the pump fluence Φ, as indicated by a guide to the eye 
(black dashed line). b, The modulation depth of the spectrally integrated 
temporal trace of IHSG (red spheres, see Fig. 2b) decreases with increasing 
pump fluence, closely following a fit (black curve) proportional to the 
inverse square-root of the pump fluence. c, By contrast, the relative 
subcycle delay δscT−1 does not substantially change with increasing 
pump fluence. Red spheres represent the average of δscT−1 over the nine 
dominant, consecutive, high-order sideband peaks (see Fig. 2d) for 
different pump fluences; error bars indicate their standard deviation.  
The black dashed line marks the mean value of the displayed data points.
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Extended Data Figure 3 | Coherent excitonic polarization dynamics 
in k space. a, Computed high-order sideband intensity IHSG (red shaded 
area) and driving waveform (blue). Vertical black dotted lines highlight 
characteristic delay times tex at extrema of IHSG. b–d, Coherent interband 
polarization | p| 2 (colour scale) as a function of time t and reciprocal space 
coordinate k (in units of the wave vector kBZ limiting the first Brillouin 
zone) for distinct delay times tex according to maximum (b, tex =  7 fs;  
d, tex =  28 fs) and minimum (c, tex =  18 fs) HSG emission. Horizontal  
white lines mark k =  0. The driving field is depicted as grey curves and  
the recollision times (see Fig. 3d) are highlighted by black arrows.
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Extended Data Figure 4 | Influence of dephasing on high-order 
sideband generation. a, b, The measured sideband spectrum (shaded 
area) is compared with computations using constant dephasing times 
of T2 =  3.2 fs (a, red curve), T2 =  4 fs (b, blue curve) and a momentum-
dependent dephasing model as presented in Fig. 1 (black curves; EID, 
excitation-induced dephasing). The sideband orders n are indicated 
above the relevant peaks. All spectra are normalized to the sideband 
peak corresponding to n =  2. The inset in a depicts the corresponding 
dephasing times T2(k) as a function of the wave vector k; the red (blue) 
horizontal line indicates a constant decay level T2 =  3.2 fs (T2 =  4 fs).
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Extended Data Figure 5 | Field scaling of time-resolved high-order 
sideband generation. a, Scaling of the modulation depth (see discussion 
in Methods section ‘Influence of excitation fluence’) of temporal traces  
of high-order sideband intensity with the driving peak field strength.  
An increase in the modulation depth suggests a faster dephasing T2.  
b, Subcycle delay δsc in units of the driving period T averaged over the 
eight most-dominant sideband peaks as a function of the peak field.  
The error bars represent the standard deviation of the eight peaks and the 
dashed line depicts a linear fit to the data points.
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Extended Data Figure 6 | Influence of excitation-induced dephasing.  
a, Terahertz waveform used in the computations. b, c, Mean electron 
excursion 〈 〉k  calculated with a constant dephasing T2 =  12 fs (b) and 
excitation-induced dephasing (c) for a delay of tex =  7 fs (see vertical dotted 
lines in a). The shaded areas indicate the intensity envelopes of the 
excitation pulse with a full-width at half-maximum of 10 fs (yellow) and 
100 fs (grey). The corresponding mean momenta 〈 〉k  are shown as red  
and black curves, respectively. The red dashed curves show 〈 〉k  after  
the electron–hole collision. The dashed horizontal lines in c mark the 
positions in k space where the scattering time T2(k) switches from slow to 
fast dephasing.
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Extended Data Figure 7 | High-order harmonic generation in tungsten 
diselenide. An intensity spectrum (blue shaded area) of THz-driven high-
order harmonic generation in 60-nm-thick WSe2 shows distinct peaks at 
odd orders n′  =  13 to n′  =  47 (indicated by numerals) of the fundamental 

frequency νTHz =  22.3 THz (peak electric field in air, 21 MV cm−1; 
ϕ =  90°). An intensity spectrum for ϕ =  120° is also shown as a black 
curve. The spectral intensity has been corrected for the grating efficiency 
and for the quantum efficiency of the spectrograph used.
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Extended Data Figure 8 | Differential sideband spectroscopy.  
a, b, Contours of differential spectra Δ I(ν, νopt) (colour scale) as a  
function of h(ν −  ν2SB) and detuning Δopt computed for an excitonic 
binding energy of EB =  60 meV (a) and EB =  600 meV (b). The black  
and grey vertical lines mark the positions of the slices shown in c and d,  

respectively. c, d, Snapshots of Δ I(ν, νopt) at fixed values of | h(ν −  ν2SB)|  =   
16 meV below (c) and above (d) the second-order sideband peak for three 
different binding energies EB =  60 meV (black curves), EB =  240 meV  
(red curves) and EB =  600 meV (blue curves).
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Extended Data Figure 9 | Quantitative analysis of the binding energy. 
a, Measured differential spectra Δ I(ν, νopt) for three different detunings 
Δopt =  − 75 meV (shaded area), Δopt =  − 29 meV (black curve) and 
Δopt =  27 meV (red curve) as functions of ν, centred at the position of the 
second sideband ν2SB. b, d, f, Computed differential spectra Δ I(ν, νopt) for 

binding energies of EB =  60 meV (b), EB =  240 meV (d) and EB =  600 meV (f)  
and detunings Δopt as in the experiment shown in a. c, e, Measured (c) and 
calculated (e) HSG intensities (colour scale) for Δopt =  0 as functions of 
νHSG and delay tex.
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